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ABSTRACT The SYSIASS project is an Interreg IV A 2 Mers Seas Zeeën Cross-border Cooperation which aims to address the uptake of new technological advances within the healthcare professions. One aim is to develop an intelligent system for assisted navigation and control of powered wheelchairs. Autonomous indoor robotics requires accurate knowledge, tracking of objects, and self-localisation within that operating environment. While these autonomous robotic systems are suitable for workshop or factory, when human interaction becomes part of that system, it is necessary to adapt that system to allow for the additional requirements of the human passenger, both in terms of comfort of motion and additional user interaction governing the behaviour of the system.

The aim of our proposal is to allow the system to be assistive not autonomous and directive, allowing user independence and encouraging self-empowerment giving suggestive feedback to the user. A smart and adaptive system is proposed which emulates biological behaviour; obstacles are detected by smart sensors which differentiate between dynamic and static, and utilising highly localised non-linear potential fields allow the user negotiating these obstacles far greater flexibility with manoeuvring around them. The user is given feedback from the smart sensors and the trajectory generating input device, responses are then used to tune the localisation of the potential fields and the input device. Thus the adaptive system allows the user a more natural and consistent yet flexible trajectory which is independent of the user's fluctuating physical abilities. Rather than removing control from the user, it assists them with generating their own obstacle avoiding trajectories addressing the issue of autonomous robotic wheelchairs setting back wheelchair user's autonomy and habilitation.
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